
VENTUREFORTH ANDMULTIPLY
The ideas boom is upon us and, while
government is talking up the age of
innovation, start-ups are calling out for
more financing in the growth stage and a
better approach to tertiary education for
entrepreneurs
...
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Australia is undergoing a monumental transition
from a nation that relies on minerals dug up from the
ground to one that thrives on the digital economy
and innovation. There are great challenges to achieve
this and big questions remain as to whether
Queensland and the rest of the country is being agile
and competitive enough to succeed in this new
global marketplace. To share ideas on this theme,
Queensland Business Monthly and BDO invited
some of the state’s best minds and entrepreneurs to
discuss the “Innovation – the incubator, entrepreneur
and investor” at the second in a series of exclusive
boardroom discussions.
FROM START-UP TO SCALE-UP
It’s never been an easier time to start a business,
according to tow.com.au founder Dominic Holland,
but the greater challenge is growing a company.

“The growth stage is where we need more
support,” he says. “We don’t have a shortage of
innovation in Queensland; what we have is a
shortage of support around existing innovation.”

Fellow start-up PlantMiner chief executive and
co-founder Michael Trusler agrees.

He says Australian start-ups are being left behind
because poor access to capital is not allowing them
to grow fast enough.

“I know many examples of good Aussie start-ups
who have put their business out there and a big
American start-up with $50 million in VC (venture
capital) funding has gobbled them up,” he says.

Despite about $5 million from Australian
investors, Trusler describes the conservative nature
of Australian investors as “scary”.

“Every Australian tech investor who looked at our
business said ‘you are growing too quickly, your
cash burn is too high, you need to settle down, only
concentrate on Australia and get it right here first’.
We talked to 25 American VCs and they said ‘you
are not growing quick enough, your cash burn isn’t
high enough, and asked why we weren’t in 15
countries’.”

RedEye’s Wayne Gerard believes the reasons
capital raising in Queensland and Australia is so
challenging is because the start-up scene is still in its
infancy.

“The Premier talked about us being the start-up
state, which was awesome because that’s where the
ecosystem is,” he says. “We don’t have lots of
billion-dollar start ups … we will get there, we are
just early. It’s just how long will it take and will the
race already be won somewhere else?”
STEMMING THE BRAIN DRAIN
Trusler believes that along with the challenge to raise
capital, Queensland is suffering from a massive skills
shortage with the best tech workers leaving for
interstate or overseas. In his plant hire business, he
says it’s preventing the company from developing
new products because they are “hamstrung in the
ability to acquire talent”.

“I know a recruiter who is going to Silicon Valley
to educate Australian developers to come back to
Australia because there is opportunity to work in
great technology businesses,” he says.

Gerard believes big corporates also have role to
play to create demand because of their ability to hire
large numbers of highly skilled staff.

“If you can help big corporates to innovate, then
corporates create demand, then hopefully those
problems will get solved by Queensland-based
start-ups,” he says.

“It comes down to jobs. At the end of the day you
have to have start-ups that are advertising for
employees.”

Gerard says he has attracted staff from all over the
world to work in his Brisbane-based company.

Holland believes there is no shortage of talented
and innovative people coming out of the state but
agrees they seek opportunity elsewhere.

“I know lots of people are leaving Brisbane
because it’s not typically seen as an attractive
destination for the tech talent scene,” he says.  
“Brisbane City Council is doing a good job at trying
to attract companies to set up a base here and we
want more international companies setting up shop
here.”
DISRUPTING EDUCATION
TRADITIONS
Griffith University lecturer in entrepreneurship
Professor Evan Douglas says many universities are
teaching for a previous era. “The challenge is for the
top end of the university to take a risk with new
programs,” he says.

 “I think you can learn the basics of being an
entrepreneur in a three-month course, six-days a
week; instead we say it’s a three-year process.
Anyone who has initiative to be an entrepreneur isn’t
going to do that. Many iconic entrepreneurs didn’t
go to university.”

Universities still can have a role to play if they are

willing to change, says Gerard, who argues that the
structure of courses and the qualifications must adapt
to the rapidly changing workplace.

“There is a distinct opportunity for universities to
graduate start-up ready employees,” he says.

“I think the first universities to embrace that will
get a competitive advantage, not just in Australia, but
in Asia as well. That will help build the digital
economy.”

Era Innovation owner Kate Morrison, who
connects big corporates with start-ups and
universities, believes universities still have a role to
play but they must evolve and get better at
commercialisation. “We know the problem in
Australia is the concentration and intensity of
research in universities and getting it out from a
commercial perspective is an untapped opportunity,”
she says.

CCIQ chief executive Stephen Tait says many of
his generation are stuck in the old ways of thinking
about university.

“Parents have got to be educated to teach their
kids to have a bash and be brave and
entrepreneurial,” he says.

Tait adds that TAFE often isn’t included enough in
the discussion and training and education could
become more relevant in this space. He says TAFE
has a regional reach and teaches shorter, practical
courses.

“There’s a willingness at the TAFE level – people
who don’t go to university could go there to gain the
skills to launch a business.”
TURNING FAILURE
INTO SUCCESS
The business culture in the US is far more accepting
of failure than in Australia but that is starting to
change, says Louisa Dahl from Startup Grind.

“It’s almost like it’s a notch of credibility now to
have a failed start-up,” she says, adding she had a
previous business that didn’t succeed. Jim Noort,
who sold his nationwide Viking Rental business in
2014 and is about to launch eco-tourism business
Guanaba Experience on the Gold Coast hinterland,
says the word failure is far too negative.

 “I’ve dabbled in that many businesses over the
years and some have stumbled but I’ve never
considered them to be failures,” he says. “I
considered them to be having a punt that didn’t pan
out and I moved on to the next thing.”

Douglas says: “Failure is cooling something off
because it’s not going to work.”

The word failure should be replaced with
learning,  says Matthew Haynes from Analogue
Digital.

“If you have failed and learnt your lessons early 
you become adventurous, not fearless but more
adventurous,” he says.
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